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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Tool "ΜΡ4. Evaluation of the effectiveness of an Advertising Campaign by E-mail" helps you evaluate the effectiveness of an advertising campaign by e-mail that you are
about to realise.
Specifically, it helps you estimate:
-the total sales you will ensure through the campaign
-expected profit from the campaign
-percentage of return from the campaign (where the investment is the planned advertising campaign)
Furthermore, you are given the opportunity to examine
all the above elements by changing the parameters of the
planned campaign.

For example you can examine the

results of the campaign by increasing the Expected Percentage of Responses, increasing the total number of Recipients
or decreasing its cost.
A respective diagramme is also included in the results of
the tool, which displays the three main elements of the campaign, which are:
-Cost of the Campaign
-Exepected Revenues from the Campaign
-Expected profit from the Campaign

TOOL USAGE
The tool "ΜΡ4. Evaluation of the effectiveness of an Advertising campaign by
e-mail" can be used by the entrepreneur and the responsible marketing executive of
the enterprise.

Type of business
Startups
New Ventures
Existing Companies
Consultans
Training Organisations

Size of business
Micro
SMEs
Corporations

Field of business
Services
Manufacturing
Trade

TYPE OF TOOL: Calculator
YEAR: 2013
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